
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of principal
design engineer. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for principal design engineer

Maintain & further develop a high degree of engineering knowledge within
the department in order to nurture innovation
Apply innovative and state-of-the-art engineering
tools/methodologies/principles (sampling plan & study layout definition, data
statistical analysis, mechanical design principles...) to design product
components according to applicable Product Development Process and
design control procedures by interpreting results and providing conclusions
Give appropriate input on a regular basis (task definition, schedule update,
budget needs...) to keep overall project technical schedule and budget up-to-
date
When needed, supervise and coordinate the activities of a support engineer
on specific assigned work
Proficiency in logic design, simulation
Proficiency in Verilog and its simulation environment
At least seven year experience working on digital IC development projects,
excellent communication skills and the uncanny ability to both lead and
contribute in a cooperative team environment
Proficiency in logic design, simulation, synthesis, STA and testing
At least ten year experience working on digital IC development projects,
excellent communication skills and the uncanny ability to both lead and
contribute in a cooperative team environment
Custom layout design for PHY IP development - Understand design
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Qualifications for principal design engineer

Scripting and automation experience is a plus
4 year experience with application of CFD for component design
You’re well versed in software design and build performant software solutions
based on business requirements for both existing and new applications and
technologies
You have a strong background developing and enforcing performance
standards for large scale solutions across the full stack with an understanding
of network, hardware and software pitfalls and strengths
You excel at performing design and code reviews
Minimum 12+ years of design experience, preferably in PCIe Protocol area


